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Disclaimer  
 
This whitepaper is about VNDA Fiat-Token Stablecoin, 

consist of its business model. This document intends to apprise 
potential investors about VNDA investments. The information 
presented in this report will therefore help them interpret VNDA 
concepts in clarity. 

 
This white paper will be revised from time to time without any 

notice. The information provided in this whitepaper does not 
legally bind VNDA or any other related party, the information is 
based on empirical evidence and is analytical in nature. The 
information in this whitepaper is not intended to solicit, 
recommend or offer to buy or sell: 

 
 

For informational purpose only 
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Introduction 
 
With no doubt, cryptocurrencies trading and use are booming 

globally. The Founder of VNDA believed this situation will be 
continuously, and soon will replace the traditional way of payment 
methods and traditional institutions. While the founder is partnering 
with Vietnam financial institution, additionally he has more than 10 
years experienced on the payment business, he is very informative 
and knowledgeable on the market needs.  

 
A recent survey by a global provider of market and consumer 

data statistic, showing Vietnam is ranks second in term of 
cryptocurrency use amongst 74 countries2. In Vietnam, there are 
estimated one million Vietnamese are using cryptocurrencies, and 
expected to increase 30-fold by 20303. 

 
On March 30, 2021, Vietnam’s Ministry of Finance established a 

research group, to do an in-dept study of cryptocurrencies, with a 
view to achieving legislative reform for the industry in the Vietnam. 
It could be the government’s plan to develop a strategy towards a 
digital economy1 

 
VNDA aims to help the market to overcome this emerging 

bottleneck, holder can hold it at minimal cost and in no time. VNDA 
is a secure, low risk stable coin, that is widely open for everyone to 
own it, connecting to investors, businessperson, traders, merchants, 
or anyone who are interested, they can purchase VNDA stable coin 
as another type of currency.  

 
In cryptocurrency network, mining is a validation of transactions, 

successful miners can obtain new coin as a reward. Unlike for 
VNDA token, the transaction fees collected by the network will re-
distribute back to holders who have registered and desired to earn 
more tokens.  

 
In VNDA exchange platform, holders are allowed to swap with 

USDT and Bitcoin, and exchange with other currencies such as 
VND, SGD, HKD, MYR, EUR and so on. Very soon, VNDA token 
will be accepted by merchants, in exchange for goods and services 
via online and offline.  
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Features of VNDA  
 
VNDA token was successfully issued on 24th June 2021, regulated by 

the ERC20. The total supply of VNDA is 900,000,000,000,000 tokens, 
which is equivalent to 900,000,000,000,000 Vietnam Dong.  VNDA is 
pegged token, with the ratio of 1:1, this mean 1 VNDA token is 
equivalent to 1 Vietnam Dong (VND).  

 
As we know cryptocurrencies are highly fluctuated, such as Bitcoin, 

so there will be a higher risk for the crypto traders to buy and sell in the 
market. The launched of VNDA will be help in hedging exchange risk, as 
1 VNDA coin is most likely same as 1 Vietnam Dong (VND). Low volatile 
of the value has the advantage for the traders to make right decision. 
Traders only need to buy VNDA and keep in their wallet, wait for the 
right time and swap the VNDA to BTC or other desire cryptocurrencies.  

 
VNDA soon will be listed in top exchange platforms for holders to hold, 

buy and sell, do swap. Holders of VNDA also can earn extra VNDA 
token when they freeze VNDA token for certain days.  

 
VNDA holders allow to convert their tokens into fiat via our platform. 

At the moment we only offer Vietnam Dong (VND), and we will transfer 
Dong into their bank account. Very soon, VNDA token will be accepted 
by merchants, meaning VNDA holders are able to use it in exchange of 
product of goods and services.  

 
Summary of the VNDA token features are here; 
 
 VNDA is a fiat token that use for hedging risk on crypto exchanges 

and providing fiat connectivity.  
 1 VNDA is equivalent to 1 Vietnam Dong (VND). 
 VNDA can be integrated with merchants, exchanges and wallets or 

any other cryptocurrencies easily.  
 A variable profit will be given to holders generated from transaction 

fees and minimal charges on foreign exchange.  
 VNDA can be converted to other cryptocurrencies in world top 

exchanges soon. 
 VNDA can be converted to Vietnam Dong (VND) in our platform 

and transfer to holder bank account.  
 Soon, VNDA accept by online and offline merchants in exchange 

of goods and services.  
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Main Application  
  
 For Exchanges  
  
VNDA will be acting similar to tethers. Exchange operator 

accepting fiat deposits and withdrawals using legacy financial 
systems can be complicated, risky, slow and expensive.  

 
By offering VNDA, an exchange can relieve the complications as 

above mentioned and gain benefits, such as: 
 
 Accept crypto-fiats as deposit/withdrawal/storage method 

rather than using a legacy bank or payment provider. 
 Outsource fiat custodial risk to VNDA - just mange cryptos 
 Secure customer assets purely through accepted crypto-

processes 
 

 
For Individuals 
 

Individual can purchase VNDA in various exchanges and transfer 
to their wallets or exchanges easily.  

 
 Transact in VND/fiat value without any middlemen 
 Avoid the risk of storing fiat on exchange - move crypto-fiat in 

and out of exchange easily. 
 Avoid having to open a fiat bank account to store fiat value 
 Individual can convert the VNDA to fiat easily and withdraw 

from their own bank account.  
 

 
For Merchants  
 

VNDA can helps merchant in a way like; 
 

 Prevent chargebacks, reduce fees and gain greater privacy 
 Provide novel services because of fiat-crypto features  
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Technology Stack and Processes 
 
Our token will be running on TRON Network, regulated by 

TRC-20. We are working on to add other networks such as 
Binance network and Cardano ADA, this will announce on our 
website once added successfully.  

 
 
 Our TRC-20 is technical standard used for smart contracts 

implementing tokens supported by the TRON Virtual Machine 
(TVM). TVM is a lightweight, Turing complete virtual machine. 
Its goal is to provide a custom-built system that is efficient, 
convenient, stable, secure and scalable4.  

 
As TRON is a scalable blockchain solution that has 

employed innovative methods for tackling challenges faced by 
legacy blockchain networks, we believe TRON Network and 
the advance technology supplied will make VNDA more secure 
and reliable for now and in future.  
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The Team and Organization  
 
Company name:  
WEALTHY DRAGON INTERNATIONAL LIMITED (LL15486) 
 
Company bank account:   
Malaysia, Labuan  
 
Currency:  
SGD, MYR, HKD 
 
Partner:  
VNDA is partnering with Kim Duong Duong Co. Ltd. a 
licensed Foreign Exchange company registered in Vietnam. 
Kim Duong Duong Co. Ltd. will provide anti-money 
laundering compliance work and customer due diligence 
procedures as agent for VNDA as principal.  
 
Website:  
www.localvnd.com 
 
Wallet:  
TronLink Wallet.  
VNDA is cooperate with TronLink for a secure, simple, and 
user-friendly crypto- wallet for our user to keep they VNDA. 
This wallet can be a desktop, browser and mobile apps 
version. We also add the QR code for the ease of our VN 
customer.  
 
Legal team: 
Compliance, Identity, Fraud, Risk: VNDA will offer a service 
provider mechanism to support trust and identity decisions, 
rules for payment settlement and reversals, and the secure 
exchange of KYC/AML-related information to meet 
compliance obligations. 
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Conclusion  
 
VNDA stable coin issued to meet the demand of buyers and 

seller of VND, and this digital stable coin contains profit sharing 
bearing coin.  

 
VNDA are fully reserved in one-to-one ratio with Vietnam 

Dong (VND), completely independent of market forces, pricing, 
or liquidity constraints. VNDA has a simple reliable Proof of 
Reserves implementation and undergoes regular professional 
audits. Our underlying banking relationship, compliance and 
legal structure provide a secure foundation for us to be the 
custodian of reserve assets and issuer of VNDA.  

 
 
Token Details  
 
Name              : VNDA Coin 
Total Supply             : 900,000,000,000,000.00
Decimals      : 2 
Smart Contract Address :    
Token Technical Standard : TRC-20 
 
Symbol                :   
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